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Abstract. This paper provides an external validation of a prone-supine
registration algorithm for CT colonography (CTC). A validation sam-
ple of 49 patient cases with 66 polyps (6 to 30mm) was selected from a
publicly available, anonymized CTC archive. To enhance generalizability,
no case was excluded due to poor preparation or inadequate distension.
Corresponding prone and supine polyp coordinates were recorded and
the endoluminal surfaces registered: a Markov Random Field technique
was used to find feature matches between prone/supine acquisitions and
following mapping of the endoluminal surface to a cylinder, dense surface
correspondence was achieved via cylindrical non-rigid registration. The
polyp registration error was determined and a subjective assessment of
registration made for 2D slice-based and 3D endoluminal data display
using a pre-specified scoring system. Results were compared to using
“normalized distance along the colon centerline” (NDACC) which ap-
proximates to the method currently employed to match colonic positions
using proprietary CT colonography interpretation software. Registration
was possible in all 49 cases. Overall mean 3D polyp registration error
was significantly smaller with 19.9mm in comparison to 27.7mm using
NDACC (p=0.001). 82.7% of polyp matches were defined as “successful”
in comparison to 37.1% using NDACC according to the pre-specified cri-
teria. Similarly, using 2D visualization, 62.1% registrations were “success-
ful” and only 22.7% using NDACC. Full surface-based prone-to-supine
registration can successfully map the location of a polyp identified on one
acquisition to the corresponding endoluminal surface in the opposing ac-
quisition, greatly facilitating polyp matching and aiding interpretation.
Our method compares favorably to using NDACC.
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1 Introduction

CT colonography interpretation is difficult and time consuming. Fecal residue
can simulate or obscure polyps, leading to both false positive and false negative
diagnoses. To compensate for this, it is normal practice to obtain CT data with
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the patient both prone and supine to redistribute fecal residue and colonic gas;
fecal residue tends to move, while fixed mural pathology does not. Matching
corresponding endoluminal locations between prone and supine acquisitions is
the cornerstone of competent interpretation [1]. Unfortunately, the colon often
undergoes significant deformation during repositioning [2] which complicates the
interpretative task and can induce reader error.

Software algorithms have attempted to facilitate matching of corresponding
locations between prone and supine acquisitions: matching of distances along
centerlines enables navigation to approximate endoluminal locations in both
datasets [3,4,5,6,7]. The most straight-forward method (and the only technique
available in commercial workstations at present) being the “normalized distance
along the colon centerline” (NDACC) [8]. While centerline matching studies
have shown promising results [3,4,5,6,7], they tend to report registration error
in only one dimension. However, it can be argued that centerline-based methods
are inherently limited because the interpretation task requires readers to find a
specific point on the endoluminal surface rather than along the centerline. More-
over, many readers favor using multiplanar reformats rather than endoluminal
3D displays, further limiting the utility of centerline methods in routine daily
practice.

Alternative methods that aim to register the full colonic surfaces have been
proposed [9,10,11,12]. However, such studies often report the selection criteria
incompletely [3,4,5,13,12,10] such that the transferability of results into clinical
practice remains uncertain. For example, studies routinely use optimally pre-
pared CT colonography datasets yet in reality, approximately 50% of cases are
“poorly prepared” [14]. Likewise, validation should use data from centers that
have not contributed to algorithm development (external validation) [15], to
ensure previous exposure to the test data does not bias result.

We have developed software that establishes full spatial correspondence be-
tween the prone and supine endoluminal surfaces. We aim to externally validate
this registration algorithm using CT colonography data generalizable to clinical
practice and compare the results to those obtained using NDACC.

2 Prone to supine registration

The registration method has been described in detail previously [16]. Initializa-
tion is provided by robust matches of haustral folds between both views [17]. The
haustral folds are segmented on the colon surface using a graph cut method ap-
plied to a surface curvature-based metric. Using a Markov Random Field based
on similarity of folds and additional neighborhood information, fold matches are
then estimated between both views. Only inverse-consistent matches were used,
i.e. the same match is obtained supine-to-prone and prone-to-supine. Secondly,
the entire endoluminal surface is mapped to a cylinder utilizing a conformal
mapping based on Ricci flow [18]. The original surface curvature information is
preserved during this step. Surface correspondence is then achieved using a non-
rigid, cylindrical version of the well-known B-spline registration [19]. Registration
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is driven by local shape measurements, i.e. shape index (SI) computed on the
colon surface. This measure has also shown to be useful in computer-aided de-
tection (CAD) for CT colonography [20]. The sum-of-squared differences (SSD)
of these SI measures are used to drive the cylindrical registration. In case of
insufficient colonic distension, any locally collapsed region can be ignored dur-
ing this cylindrical registration when computing the similarity measure. This is
important as collapse can commonly occur in clinical practice. We arbitrarily
denote the prone image as target and supine image as source when computing
the registration. After convergence of the algorithm, any point on the endolu-
minal surface can be mapped between both corresponding acquisitions in either
direction (prone-to-supine and supine-to-prone) by inverting the result [16,17].
Figure 1 illustrates the principle of this registration method.

Fig. 1. Prone (top) to supine (bottom) registration of endoluminal colon surfaces in
cylindrical space. The color coding indicates the local shape index SI measurements
which drive a non-rigid cylindrical B-spline registration – even in the case of local
collapse (indicated by square).

3 Methods and materials

The external validation is based on publicly available CTC data [21]: the ACRIN
CTC trial3 investigators have made 103 anonymized cases, from 15 US centers,
with polyps (including reference standard) available on the National Cancer
Institutes National Biomedical Imaging Archive (NBIA)4. These cases include

3 http://www.acrin.org/TabID/151/Default.aspx
4 https://imaging.nci.nih.gov/ncia/
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69 medium (6-9mm) and 32 large (>= 10mm) polyps. These data represents
cases that are generalizable to daily practice and were uninvolved with the de-
velopment of the registration method. No attempt has been performed to select
‘perfect’ cases; cases were examined and excluded if: no independent CTC ref-
erence data were available (41), the polyp was not visible in both datasets (7),
the dataset was incomplete/corrupted (3) or the cancer/polyp was > 30mm (3).
This leaves 49 cases with 66 polyps (38 large, 28 medium) used for validation.
Each present polyp was identified by an experienced observer (DJB) using the
independent reference data and prone and supine 3D polyp volumes were labeled
manually using ITK-snap5. The segmental distribution of polyps in the valida-
tion sample (n=66) were compared to polyps ≥6mm (n=547) from the entire
ACRIN CTC study (21) (n=2525) to investigate the likely generalizability of our
results. By adopting the criteria proposed by Hara et al. [14], 55% of validation
cases (n=27) had excess residual fluid compared to 52% (1313) of the total CT
colonography studies from the same trial. 47% (23) had at least one region of
complete luminal collapse, similar to the 48% (50) observed in the total, 103,
positive cases in the publicly available database.

4 Assessment of clinical utility

Currently, standard clinical workstations for CT colonography interpretation al-
low the rendering of a virtual endoscopic or virtual fly-through views in order to
replicate the view during colonoscopy. We can judge the usefulness of our pro-
posed registration algorithm in clinical practice using these three-dimensional
renderings. To score the registration result, a polyp conspicuity grading was
developed by two experienced radiologists (DJB, SH): after successfully estab-
lishing the prone-to-supine correspondence over the full colon surface, the user is
automatically guided to the corresponding view in opposing data set when click-
ing on a potential polyp (see Fig. 2). The endoluminal display is generated using
a standard 120◦ field-of-view camera model and centering the camera origin at
the corresponding centerline position, pointing towards the surface registration
result. The clinical usefulness is then judged by using the following objective
polyp conspicuity score. The score is proportional to the amount of ‘mouse-
driven navigation’ necessary in order to bring the target polyp into view after
registration:

– 5 ‘Successful’: Polyp directly marked by registration prompt (Fig. 2)
– 4 ‘Successful’: Polyp within same field of view (Fig. 3)
– 3 ‘Partially successful’: Polyp becomes visible after ±90◦ pan
– 2 ‘Partially successful’: Polyp becomes visible after 360◦ pan
– 1 ‘Unsuccessful’: Polyp only comes into view after navigation along cen-

terline

Similarly, a 3D conspicuity assessment is performed in order to compare to
NDACC. Here, we combine the scores of category 4 and 5 as NDACC will not

5 www.itksnap.org
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Fig. 2. Example of polyp conspicuity score of 5 (‘direct hit’). The registration prompt
(black dot) marks the polyp indicated by the observer in the supine dataset (left).
Following registration, the algorithm centers the prone view to point towards the en-
doluminal coordinates calculated by the algorithm (right).

Fig. 3. Example of polyp conspicuity score of 4 (‘near miss’). The registration prompt
(black dot) marks the polyp indicated by the observer in the supine dataset (left).
Following registration, the algorithm centers the prone 3D field of view to point towards
the coordinates calculated by the algorithm (right). The algorithm fails to indicate the
polyp (arrow) correctly but the polyp is clearly visible in the same field of view.

provide a registration prompt on the colon surface. It will only synchronize the
virtual endoscopic views, looking straight along the centerline.

Furthermore, a conspicuity score was developed for aligning polyps using a
standard multiplanar slice viewer for increasing necessity of mouse-driven navi-
gation in all three orthogonal directions (axial, sagittal, coronal):

– 5 ‘Successful’: Polyp directly marked by registration prompt.

– 4 ‘Successful’: Polyp visible after 15mm mouse-navigation

– 3 ‘Partially successful’: Polyp visible after ±20mm mouse-navigation

– 2 ‘Partially successful’: Polyp visible within ±30mm mouse-navigation

– 1 ‘Unsuccessful’: Polyp not within ±30mm of registration prompt
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The polyp’s apex was computed using the manual segmentations and was used
to compute the 3D registration error and 2D slice displacement (measured in all
3 orthogonal directions). Both errors are reported in millimeters (mm).

Polyps could be in the field of view or not depending on the particular local
configuration of the endoluminal colon shape and centerline. In order to reduce
any bias towards the direction of transformation, all polyps were transformed
in prone-to-supine as well as in supine-to-prone directions. This resulted in a
total of 132 point transformations of 66 polyps for the following analysis. A 5%
significance level was a applied to all following cases when computing statistical
significance. Despite the data reflecting clinical practice and depicting many
areas of local colonic collapse, the registration was successfully computed in all
of the cases (100%).

5 Results

3D registration error The mean of the 3D registration error was 19.9mm
over the whole data set (66 polyps in 49 cases). This error measures the distance
between the target polyp’s apex and the point indicated on the colon surface
by our proposed method. A median error of 11.9mm was achieved and the 3D
registration error ranged in the limits of 1.0mm to 85.8mm. The 3D registration
error did not vary significantly when comparing the polyp’s location in different
colonic segments (p=0.65). Furthermore, there was no significant increase in
registration error within data cases exhibiting at least one local luminal collapse
(p=0.075) using a Kruskal-Wallis test.

In order to provide a comparison to how a NDACC method would be used
in clinical practice, the polyp’s position along the centerline is found as the
minimum distance between the polyps position on the colonic wall and all points
along the centerline, following the approach by Wang et al. [5]. In comparison,
using NDACC leads to a mean 3D error of 27.7mm between apex of the polyp and
the point indicated along the centerline. Here, our measured error is significantly
smaller (p=0.001).

1D registration error Finding the polyp’s position along the centerline further
allows measuring the registration error as a 1D distance along centerline, summa-
rized in Table 1. Using a non-parametric paired analysis (Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test), our method gives no significant advantage over using NDACC when us-
ing all 66 polyps: 17.6mm compared to 20.8mm using NDACC. However, when
comparing registration by colonic segment, the method is shows significant im-
provement over NDACC in the transverse, descending and sigmoid colon (see
Table 1). A mean of 19.3mm is achieved for these colonic segments in compar-
ison 26.9mm (NDACC). This is a significant improvement with p=0.047. The
largest improvement occurred in the transverse colon with a 15.3mm reduction
in registration error. This was anticipated as this segment was reported as being
most mobile during positional change of the patient [2].
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Table 1. 1D registration error, measured as displacement in along centerline [mm].

Colonic Number of 1D error 1D error
segment polyps proposed method NDACC
Rectum 14 13.1 14.7
Sigmoid 15 20.9 23.6
Descending 11 18.1 27.5
Transverse 7 17.9 33.2
Ascending 12 22.7 17.2
Cecum 7 9.9 10.5
Total 66 17.6 20.8

Polyp conspicuity score in 3D The registration achieved an direct align-
ment of the registration prompt in both opposing data sets in 89 (67.4%) of
cases using virtual fly-throughs (conspicuity score of 5; see Fig. 2). Of 132 point
transformations, 20 (15.2%) were transformed within the same field of view,
leading to a score of 4 (see Fig. 3). Using the conspicuity grading, this leads to
82.7% ‘successful’ registrations. Nine (6.8%) polyp transformations required up
to 90 degrees mouse-driven rotation around the camera center in order to bring
the polyp into view. In three accounts (2.3%), a full 360 degrees of rotation
were required to achieve the same. Therefore, a total of 9.1% were rated being
aligned ‘partially successful’ for clinical relevance. A total of eleven (8.4%) point
transformations failed as further navigation along the centerline was necessary
in order to bring the polyp into view. This compares favorable to using NDACC
where a ‘successful’ (score 4) was only achieved in 37.1% of point transforma-
tions.

Polyp conspicuity score in 2D Using a purely multiplanar 2D slice 2D vi-
sualization, the registration error was assessed by judging utility expressed in
necessary mouse-driven navigation in order to align the polyp apices in all three
orthogonal directions. The algorithm correctly aligned the slices of 82 (62.1%)
pairs of prone and supine polyps within ±15mm of displacement and were there-
fore being judged ‘successful’ for 2D navigation. 28 (21.3%) of cases were ‘par-
tially successful’ registered, meaning that they were aligned within ±30mm. A
total of 22 registrations (16.7%) failed as more than ±30mm of navigation was
necessary in order to bring them into view. In comparison, NDACC achieved only
30 (22.7%) ‘successful’ alignments within ±15mm of displacement. 78 (59.1%)
were judged ‘partially successful’ and 24 (18.2%) failed and was not visible within
±30mm of navigation.

6 Discussion

In current clinical practice, prior to virtual colonoscopy, the interpreting clini-
cian must check the validity of the workstation’s proposed colonic segmentation,
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primarily to ensure the computed centerline takes the correct path to ensure
correct navigation along the colonic lumen. Likewise, our registration algorithm
currently relies on the user accepting the colon segmentation and the correct or-
der of colonic segments, defining start and end points. Thereafter, the algorithm
for establishing correspondence over the whole colonic surface is automated.

The assessment of registration accuracy used data from several hospitals un-
related to the development of the algorithm. This enables a generalizable assess-
ment of the algorithm’s performance which could be applied to normal clinical
practice. Our study sample closely parallels the ACRIN data in quality of the
bowel preparation and distension. Our algorithm compares favorably with pre-
vious methods which use optimally prepared cases or exclude cases exhibiting
local collapses for validation. We provide full surface registration of the colono-
graphic data that enables the indication of a specific location on the endoluminal
surface. This would provide the observer with considerably more information,
compared to a centerline position from where further navigation is necessary in
order to find the target location. This is reflected in our choice of pre-specified
criteria for polyp conspicuity using 3D endoscopic fly-through visualization fol-
lowing registration. Measuring the amount of navigation necessary in order to
align prone and supine polyps after registration allows a direct comparison to
centerline-based matching using NDACC. While it is intuitive that an accurate
prone to supine registration would be beneficial for shortening interpretation
time, further studies of clinical utility in everyday practice are necessary. For
example, the effect on sensitivity and specificity when finding polyps needs to
be evaluated.

This study is not without limitations: Some studies from the ACRIN vali-
dation archive were necessarily excluded due to inability of our radiologists to
confirm the presence of a polyp in both the prone and supine acquisitions. It is
therefore possible that some, inadequately distended studies were excluded from
the analysis. Nevertheless, we postulate that the NDACC methods, due to its
reliance on a continuous colonic segmentation, without regions of collapse, would
have fared even worse that the proposed method when dealing with these data. In
addition, while the processing of the endoluminal centerline occurs rapidly and
is available to the reporting radiologist at the time of reporting, our method,
at present, requires considerable processing time for surface extraction, feature
matching and non-rigid registration. However, once this step has been complete,
transferring between matched prone and supine locations is practically instan-
taneous. This is reminiscent of another, well-established adjunct to CT colono-
graphic interpretation – computer-aided detection (CAD) which, although now
integrated into many vendor platforms, initially required several hours of pro-
cessing time. We anticipate that with the integration of multi-threading and/or
GPU-technology we can reduce this such that integration into routine work-flow
could be possible.

In summary, we successfully applied computer-assisted prone-supine regis-
tration of specific points (polyps) on the endoluminal surface. The used CT
colonography data used for validation was from a subset of a larger multi-center
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trial. Resulting registration accuracies show promise of the ability to rapidly and
automatically match switch between prone and supine positions and compare fa-
vorably to using NDACC. This will further facilitate the interpretation of CT
colonography data.
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